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Get the complete overview! Some of the illustrations in this brochure are accompanied by a QR code.  
For an interactive, 360-degree view on a smartphone or a tablet, simply scan the code with a QR code reader.

INDIVIDUAL TRAVEL IN ABSOLUTE PERFECTION.
The Liner Plus defines the exclusivity of mobility on the road. We have invested all of our
passion in developing this vehicle in the upper premium segment. A technical masterpiece
which gives you the space you need for your kind of travel, with furnishings which offer
almost unbeatable comfort at the highest level. All of this and much more make the Liner 
Plus the best-selling motorhome in its class.
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Weighing more than 7.5 metric tons and measuring up to 11.50 meters in length and 2.50 meters in width – the majestic
appearance of the Liner Plus is an impressive sight for all to see. We have two powerful Chassis to choose from: we have  
the Liner Plus based upon the Iveco Eurocargo and Mercedes Atego, which comes with a reliable 299-Break horse power  
six cylinder engine. The interior of the Liner Plus is just as stunning, with a perfect combination of high-end furnishings  
and maximum use of space. Choose one of the nine various floor-plan layouts you would like – we will make your dream  
of having your own customised premium vehicle a reality.

LUXURY  NEEDS  SPACE  TO  EVOLVE .  AND HERE  I T  I S .

Liner Plus
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The living room. The exquisite interior ensures that traveling in a Liner Plus 
handmade to the highest standards you will enjoy an almost unbelievable luxury 
and comfort. Two furniture styles are available for you to choose from, Wenge 
and "Noce optic" (Noce Optic is only available together with "Senosan" high gloss 
cream white fronts). The highest level of comfort is assured by the standard floor 
covering in parquet optic or as optional Slate or Yacht deck look .

EELEGANCE .  AND NO

FALSE  MODESTY.
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the kitchen. The L-shaped kitchen of the Liner Plus is thought out 

down to the last detail. High-quality kitchen appliances, spacious 

cupboards and generous worktops fulfil the requirements of even 

the most ambitious chefs. And for those who prefer to let others 

do the cooking, just the sight of the fine décor is a real delight.

FUNC T IONAL I T Y  

THAT  YOU C AN SEE .
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the bathroom. The bathing environment of the Liner Plus really resembles a five-star hotel. High-quality  

fittings, a heated towel rail and the large shower all create a uniquely pleasant atmosphere. For a refreshing 

morning spa programme, for your home away from home.

SPA-L IKE  OA SIS  F OR 

THE  WELL-RES TED.
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The bedroom. The beds in the Liner Plus are very generously sized. This
applies to the rear bed variant as for the optional front fold-down bed.
The bed systems in the spacious rear come with high-quality cold foam
mattresses and sprung bases and are the beginning of a relaxing and
wholesome sleep.

DDREAMSCAPE

OVERS IZED .
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The driver’s compartment. Our idea to position the driver’s compartment 
higher up eliminates the usual steps to the driver’s area and creates a single
level throughout the whole living room – completely insulated from the 
driver’s compartment right through to the rear, without any trip hazards, 
drops or recesses. And this is accompanied by additional space and a raised 
seating position at the wheel, thus ensuring a better overview in traffic. 
The sound system and navigation system are also perfectly positioned.

TTHE  BEST  V IEWS FOR

A  PLEASANT  JOURNEY.
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Wenge Noce only in combination with high gloss 
cupboard fronts (added option)

Wenge with high gloss cupboard fronts (added option)
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The design concepts. Two different design options, both of which create a feeling of space:
The Liner Plus is available with furniture in noble Wenge wood finish (standard) or traditional
cherry Fineline optics. High gloss cupboards fronts are available as an added option. The
resilient soft-walk floor covering in the colours, antia anthrazit or as option in yacht look
effect is ideally matched to each particular furniture line.

Noce only in combination with high gloss 
cupboard fronts (added option)

TTHE FURNITURE L INES – CLASSIC STYLE

OR CLASSY AND MODERN.
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Redonda – Upholstery Toffee

Classic – UpholsteryEEXPRES S IVE  IN  I TS

INTER IOR  QUAL I T IES .

Leather and fabrics. Choose from various leather and microfibre covers; a few examples of these 
can be seen on the right-hand side. All materials are meticulously manufactured in selected work-
shops, adhering to Concorde’s strict quality requirements. To allow them to retain their typical 
qualities for as long as possible, they undergo an innovative waterproofing process: our microfibre 
materials are equipped with ConLotus, whilst our leathers are equipped with the anti-soiling Aqua-
derm X-Shield. Dirt does not stick, liquid simply rolls off, and the feel and suppleness are preserved. 
In addition, you can choose the Concorde designed Redonda upholstery. This ensures optimum grip, 
relaxes the spine and supports the lumbar region.
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Leather ”Mother-of-pearl“

Textile/microfibre combination ”Cream“

Leather ”Savanna“

Leather ”Stone“

Exclusive Leather ”Rustic Grey“

Textile/microfibre combination ”Caramel“Classic – Upholstery

Redonda – Upholstery
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A  Jehnert soundsystem. The Jehnert soundsystems are perfectly integrated into the motorhome environment. 
The system comprises a 3-way speaker in the driver’s compartment, a 2-way speaker in the living room, 
double-bass reflex subwoofer, a sound processor and vehicle-specific frequency crossover. The Hi-Fi systems 
are made in Germany and are optionally available for the Liner Plus.

B  mastervolt. The Mastervolt battery-management system monitors the charging cycles of the batteries, 
ensures a perfect utilisation of the storage capacity and prevents deep discharge. In the event of a weak 
mains connection, the Mastervolt system supports the land-based power. It can be controlled using a clear 
operating element with a battery monitor, and is available for all Concorde motorhomes.

C  truma air-conditioning systems. For perfect air conditioning, Concorde motorhomes can also be 
equipped with a Truma air-conditioning system upon request. There are two variants to choose from: a 2400 W 
system for the living room, as well as (from the Liner Plus 990 G) a 2 x 2400 W system for the living room 
and sleeping area/bathroom. The systems are installed in the raised floor and can be controlled conveniently 
using an infrared remote control. What’s more, Concorde is the first company in the motorhome industry 
that has the Premium comfort climate label from Truma. It distinguishes us for offering our customers 
the highest levels of cooling comfort.

D  Rear bed with sprung base. In this modern sleeping concept, a refined sprung base replaces the previously 
used slatted frame. The high-quality cold-foam mattress and the adjustable headrest also ensure a particularly 
comfortable night’s sleep. The rear bed with sprung base is also part of the standard equipment in the Liner Plus.

SIMPLY WONDERFULLY  THOUGHT THROUGH.

TECHNOLOGY AND OTHER FE ATURES .
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E  front access hatch. Straight forward and easy access to all areas needing 
regular servicing. Be it water, oil or light bulbs, all can be immediately found in 
the compact front service hatch.

F  service flaps. The new service flaps on Concorde motorhomes make the 
intermediate floors perfectly accessible. This makes loading and unloading this 
cross-cut storage space, even with bulky objects such as camping furniture, 
significantly easier.

G  fully insulated front head board. Exclusiveness is sometimes there where 
no one can see it at first hand. Concorde replaces the original separation between 
the service hatch and cockpit with a fully insulated head board unit. This insures a 
complete insulation without compromise of the camper, in accordance to our 
concept of an all year camper. Our plan for all seasons.

H  alde hot-water and gas central heating. Hot-water and gas heating from 
Alde heats the vehicle consistently and thus maintains the natural air humidity. 
The temperature can be controlled individually using the thermostat as well as a 
timer. This doesn’t stir up dust like conventional blower heaters do. The boiler is 
equipped with electronic heating cartridges which can either be used separately 
or in combination with liquid gas. An Alde system has a duct shut-off and an 
integrated hot-water boiler which supplies all tapping points. It is included in 
the standard equipment for all Concorde motorhomes.
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Liner Plus 940 LS Liner Plus 940 MLiner Plus 890 LF
The floor plans. Choose from 10 various floor layout plans with two rear 
bed and three suite variations. What’s more, we are also offering you four 
Liner Plus models including garage – for even more independence on the go.
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FLE X IB I L I TY  REFLECTED

IN  MANY FORMS .

TV TV

TV

Liner Plus 940 LS Liner Plus 940 MLiner Plus 890 L
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Liner Plus 995 M Liner Plus 1090 MSLiner Plus 990 L Liner Plus 990 G Liner Plus 1060 G
MAX

Liner Plus 1130 G
MAX

Liner Plus 1140 G
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The essence of mobile travel. Concorde is committed to the concept of quality
craftsmanship. We manufacture motorhomes of the highest quality for the highest
demands. Every vehicle is unique, every vehicle is a masterpiece, classically hand-
crafted in a traditional Franconian company, with unwavering passion, enthusiasm
and inspiration. Because a passion for motorhomes is what unites the people at
Concorde. And it is that which unites us with you.

OOUR DRIVE FOR  

YOUR PASSION.
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“It remains our daily objective to 

not only to build Motorhomes to the  

highest possible standard, but also 

to fulfill the hopes and dreams of 

our customers.“

Bastian Mathy
Head of produktion
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“There are no limits in terms of Quality, 

therefore we continue to believe that no 

matter how good we may be, there is  

always room for improvement.”

Patrick Murphy
Quality - Manager
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“In the service department, we provide 

straightforward assistance and solve  

problems quickly. Only the customer can 

decide whether we have done a good job. 

We are only completely satisfied with our 

own performance when the customer is.”

armin dietz 

Head of customer service
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Concorde Reisemobile GmbH
Concorde-Straße 2–4  |  D-96132 Schlüsselfeld-Aschbach
Tel.: +49 (0) 9555 9225–0  |  Fax: +49 (0) 9555 9225–44

Web: www.concorde.eu  |  E-Mail: info@concorde.eu

All information and illustrations apply to Concorde motorhomes from the 2016 model year. The model programme, technical specifications and features may vary from country to country.
The design is based on the German Road Traffic Act (Straßenverkehrs-Ordnung – StVO) and the Road Traffic Licensing Regulations (Straßenverkehrs-Zulassungs-Ordnung – StVZO).

We reserve the right to make changes, including without prior notice. Your Concorde dealer will be happy to provide you with up-to-date information.
Please note that some illustrations also show vehicles with optional extras, which may deviate from the standard range.
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